formahzation of impteme morphism f: X -, Y shows deadlock if there is an impiemeutin no transitions and that the implemented process_f(x) E Y has transitions. strict if the implementing pmcesses x provide all transitions of the imp Strict morphisms are used to clarify the problem of a universal domai bisimilar processes are identified.
OS. Components that are to be treated faitly
In most studies of fairness the competing components are modeled as arguments of a fair-merge operator or as alternative command sequences of an infinite loop. In that way it is not possible to specify that only certain co treated fairly. In [9] , in the context of sequential programming, flexible way to specify which program parts are to be treated is applied here, in the context of processes. In fact, we specify whit the alphabet of actions A are to be treated fairly. We admit infinitely many subsets. As suggested by one of the referees, this may have applications to prograczmin languages with dynamic process creation.
A univetsal family of fait implementations, the fait communicating merge
Our main result (Theorem 5.4) can now be announced. Let Y be a transition system and let T=(Bj)j,, be a family of subsets of alphabet A. We assume that the index set J is nonempty, and finite or countably infinite. For each ordinal number A, we construct a transition system Zb, where "pat" stands for patient. ZL, consists of pairs (y, m) where y E Y and m = (mj)jE, is a vector of ordinal numbers less than A. The vector m is supposed to be patient, a condition which implies that the components mj are large enough so that deadlock can be avoided. In the case that the set J is finite, the condition of patience is fairly well known, cf. Assertion (b) is a universality property. Roughly speaking, it says that every fair implementation X of Y is an implementation of some implementing transition system 2$,,. It also follows that if A is infinite, then every fair execution sequence in Y is an image of an execution sequence in Zi,. Finally, in Section 6, we will show how the fair communicating merge can be treated with our methods.
Processes and morpbisms

1.0.
This section contains the basic definitions. Some easy examples are provided.
Transition systems
Let A be an arbitrary set. The elements of A are called actions. transition system over to be a pair (X, s), where X is a set and s is a set-valued function s : X + iP (A x ) is the powerset of the Cartesian p of the sets A and X. The elements of X are called processes. The fact that s(x) contains a pair (a, y) is expressed by saying that action a signals a ~~a~s~~~o~ from process x to process y. This fact is denoted by Q : x + the transition function. If no ambiguity can arise, we spea X instead of (X, s), Henceforward we only consider transition systems over a single fixed set of actions A. . A transition system can be viewed as a possibly infinite directed graph with edges labeled by elements of A, cf. [3, Subsection 1.2.21. We do not use this point of view in definitions or proo5.
Propagation
A process x in a transition system X is said to be empty if the set s(x) is empty. We define an execution path of a process x to be a finite or an infinite sequence of pairs (aj, x&ier such that (ai, xi+,) E s(xi) for every index i E I. Here we always use G = x The set I is supposed to be an initial segment of N = {i 1 i 2 0). So 
I = N or I = {i 10 G i < m} with m E N, An execution path is said to be maximal if the index set I is infinite, or if it is finite and the last process x,,, is empty.
A process x in X is said to be well-f6u ded if every execution path of x is finite. It is said to be offinite depth if there is a number n EN such that every execution path of x has a length less than n. 
le. Let A = {a} and X = {x,1 r E N}. Let the transition function s be given by
rphisms of transition systems Let X and Y be transition systems with transition functions sx and sy. A function
f: X + Y is called a morphism of transition systems if, for every transition Q : x -x'
in the system X, there is a transition a :f(x) + f(x') in Y. In other words, it is required that for every process x E X we have an inclusion hf(x'))l (a, x') E sx(x)k su(f(x))-
c morphism is said to be strict if for every process x E X we have It is easily verified that the composition of morphisms f: X + Y and g : Y + 2 is a morphism g of: X + Z If both morphisms are strict, then so is the composition.
pie. Let f: X + Y be the function given by f (x0) = y0 an f(;xel) = yl, where X and Y are the transition systems given in the diagram in Fig. 2 . It is easy to verify that f is a morphism of transition systems. Process x0 may be considered as a safe implementation of y0, but the implementer has chosen not to provide any action h At xl the implementation shows deadlock, as will be formalized in Definition 1.5 below.
x: x0
Remarks. (a) Morphisms and strict morphisms are also used in the more general context of nondeterministic data types, cf. [8] .
(b) We do not define a formal concept of implementation of processes. However, we consider the existence of a morphism f: X + Y with f(x) = y as a sufficient condition that process x is a safe implementation of process y. In fact, every action of x or of one of the descendants of x can be done by y or a corresponding descendant of y. It is a sufficient condition, not a necessary one, but a condition that is easily checked and that works in many cases. Compare [8, Section 51.
Subsystems
Let X be a transition system. A subsystem of X is defined to be a transition system U such that U c X and that s&x) c sx (x) holds for every process x E U. In other words, the injection map U + X must be a morphism of transition systems. A subsystem U is said to be a full subsystem if
Every subset U of has a unique structure as a full subsystem.
e. Let X be the transition system of the example in Subsection i.2. transition system with set U = {x, 1 r E N A r > I} and transitions S&X,) = {(a, x4) 13 < q = P -1). System U is a subsyste e recesses x2, x3, x4 are em ty in U and non
S. Deadlock
We consider deadlock as a situation where a formal specification suggests certain actions to occur, but where the implementing process is unabl ing. Therefore, a morphism oft sition systems f: X + Y is considered to show deadlock if there is an empty process x E X such that f(x) is none pty in system Y. We define a morphism f: X + Y to be deadlock-f=e if for every empty process x E X the image process f(x) in Y is also empty.
Example.
n, let X be the transition system of Example 1.2. Let Y be the transition system with only one process y and only one transition a :y + y. The function f: X + Y with f(x,) = y for all indices r is a morphism with deadlock.
7?re living subsystenr Let f: X + Y be a morphism of transition systems. A subsystem U of X is said to be riving with respect to f if the restriction jj U is a deadlock-free morphism f:U-,X
A process x f X is said to be living with respect to f if it has some execution path (ai, &+&I in system X such that the image path (ai, f (Xi+l))iaI is a maximal path in system Y. Let Xii\ be the full subsystem of X such that the set Xliv consists of the living processes x of X It is easy to verify that Xii" is a living subsystem of X. In fact, a process is empty if and only if the execution path of length 0 is maximal. Conversely, if U is a living subsystem of X, then U is a subsystem of Xliv. In fact, let x E U be given. In the transition system U we construct a maximal execution path (ai, xi+l)iEl of X. Since the morphism fl U is deadlock-free, the image path is maximal in Y, so that x is in Xiiv. This proves that Xliv is the biggest living subsystem of X with respect to f: Iti this section we develop a fotrllalism that enables us to identify bisimilar processes and to put any family of processes together in one transition system. It is also a is easy to see that bisimilarity is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive.
Bisimilarity
Let X and Y be transition systems, say with transition functions sx and sy. Processes x E X and y E Y are said to be bisimilar (notation x = y) if there is a binary relation r c X x Y with (x, y) E r and such that for every pair (u, v) E r and every action a E A, we have
z&X: (a,u')Es&i) * ( V'E Y: (u', v') E r A (a, v') E sY(v)), and
Bisimilarity in one transition system
A congruence on a transition system X is defined to be an equivalence relation r on X such that, for every pair (x, y) E t and every transition a :x + x' in X, there is some transition a : y -+ y' in X with (x', y') E R Clearly, every congruence r on X consists of pairs (x, y) that are bisimilar.
Conversely bisimilarity defines an equivalence relation on
This shows that bisimilarity is the largest congruence.
mark. In the more general conk t of nondeterministic data types, observable equivalence of values has been de&red as the largest congruence, cf. [ 11, p. 291 and [S] . Therefore, bisimilarity is a special case of observable equivalence in that sense.
Quotient systems and obsewability
Let r be a congruence on a transition system X The quotient system X/r is defined as the set X/r of the equivalence classes together with the transition function s' given by
The function s' is well-defined. This follows from the defining condition for congruences, cf. Definition 2.2.
The transition system X is said to be observrpble if bisimilarity is the identity relation on X. In the general case, if = is the bisimilarity relation on X, then the quotient system X/ = is observable, cf. [ 83. Therefore, X/ = is called the observable quotient of X Remark. Usually we are more interested in the observable quotient than in the original system. Most constructions, however, yieirl systems that need not be observable.
Strict morphisms and bisimilarity
If f : X + Y is a strict morphism of transition systems, the graph {(x, f (x)) 1 x E of the function f is a bisimilarity relation, which implies that x =f(x) holds for r hand, if r is 8 congruence relation on then the quotient function n by q(x) = x/r is easily seen to be a strict morphism. In particular, the quotient function from X to its observable quotient I = is a strict morphis
(suggested by a referee). isimilar processes nee ot be conne@te hism. For example, the processes x0 and y0 i .3 are easily seen to be bisimilar, but there is no strict morphism between the two systems. 
Theoreu~ 2.1. Let X and Y be tmnsition systems. 7 is observable, there is at most one strict movhism from X io Y.
(b) rf X is observable, every strict morphism f: X + Y is an injective function Proof. (a): Assume that f and g are two strict morphisms from X to Y. If x E X, then both processes f(x) and g(x) in Y are bisimilar to process x in X, by Subsection
Since Y is observable, it follows that f(x) = g(x)
. This proves that f = g.
(b): If f (x) = f(x'), then, by Subsection 2.4, both processes x and x' in X are bisimilar to process f(x).
Since X is observable, it follows that x = x'. This proves that function f is injective. Cl 2.6.
Let (Xi 1 i E I} be a set of transition systems. men there is an observable system X with strict morphisms& : Xi + X.
ne first forms the disjoint union 2 = ui,,Xi with the transitions inherited articipating transition systems Xi. One verifies that the canonical injections are strict morphisms. One forms the observable quotient X = Z/= with ient morphism q: Z+ X. The compositions A = q 0 ji are strict morphisms. Cl
me class of observable transition systems
Let us define an observable transition system X to be contained in an observable transition system Y if there exists a strict morphism f : X + Y. By Theorem 2.1, this morphism is necessarily unique, and injective. Therefore, if we identify isomorphic transition systems, containment defines an ordering in the class of observable transition systems. By Theorem 2.2, the class of observable transition systems is directed in a very strong sense. It may be considered as a kind of tower.
If the alphabet of actions A has at least one element, there is no observable transition system that contains all others. In fact, let ,X be observable. As the cardinality of X is less than the cardinality of the powerset 9(A x X), there is a subset of A x X with s(x) # U for all processes x E X We form the transition system = X u {y} where y is a symbol not in X, with the transition function s given by SIX = sx and s(y) = U. Since is observable and s(y) # s(x) for eve process x in X, the system Y is observable. It is clear that
is not contained X This result implies that the observable transition systems form proper class in the sense of set theory.
Operators on processes
In the observable transition systems we can de ne addition of processes and prefixing with actions, cf. [14, 3] . For simplicity we only consider thes operations. Merge operations will be discussed in Section 6. If x and x' are processes in an observable transition system X, the sum process y =x+x' is specified by s(y) = s(x) u s(L). If such a process y exists in X, then it is unique. It always exists in some observable transition system that contains X If a is an action in A, the prefied process z = ax is specified by s(z) = {(a, x)}. Again, if z exists, then it is unique. It always exists in some containing system.
d. Fairness and ordinal functions
3.0.
In this section we investigate fairness under laboratory conditions. Recall that fairness means strong fairness throughout the paper. The main result is the relation with ordinal functions. We use the same methods as [ 131, but we characterize arbitrary fair paths, and not only fairly terminating ones.
We start with concept analysis. Let P be a mechanism that contains a number of concurrent components Q' with j E J. Mechanism P is said to be fair with respect to component Q if every execution sequence of P that enables Q infinitely many times also activates Q infinitely many times. In our process formalism the mechanism and its components disappear, and are replaced by one process x. In order to remember the component from which an action originates, the actions are labeled.
In this way the alphabet A is made bigger, and it is equipped with a family of subsets Bj such that set Bj consists of the actions of component Q-If j if S an action in the intersection Bj n Bk might be a synchronous communication between components Q and Qk. Therefore, such intersections need not be empty. Process x is said to be fair if for every index j every execution path of x that enables set
Bj infinitely many times also activates Bj infinitely many times. In Subsection 3.1 we will give slightly more general definitions. The greater generality is needed for the fair morphisms of Sections 4 and 5.
Fairness
Let X be a transition system over alphabet A. If execution path (a,, xi+&, is said to be B-V-fair if and Vc then an card(i 1 ai E B} = 00 v card{ i 1 Xi E V} < 00. 
We define the B-enabling subset X(B) of the transitio
X(B) = (x E X I3(u, x') E s(x): a E B).
An execution path is said to be B-fair if it is
position 3.51. Let x E X and y E Y be bisimilar processes. Let T = (BJ)iE, be a family of subsets of A. ?&en process x is T-fair if and onl if process y is T-fair.
Proof. Assume that y is T-fair Let 6 = (ai, Xi+l)ic, be an execution path of process x By means of induction one constructs an execution path q = (ai, yi+l)i,I of process y in Y such that Xi = yi for all indices i E I, This bisimilarity implies that
Since process y is T-fair, path 7 is T-fair. Therefore, path e is T-fair. This proves that x is T-fair. The other implication follows by symmetry. 0
Ordinal finctions
Let Ord denote the class of the ordinal numbers, cf. 1191. The class Ord is not a set, but every element A E Ord is a set, which satisfies A = {a E Ord 1 a < h}. We use w E Ord to denote the first infinite ordinal, so it is equal to the set N.
If X is a set, a function g : X + Ord is called an ordinalfinction on X. Since the image {g(x)]x E X} is a set, it has some least upper bound A, and the function g can be considered as a function g : X + A + 1 between ordinary sets. Here we use 3.4.
Transition system X is B-V-fair if and only if there is an ordinal function g OR X such that for every transition a :x -) y in X with a E B it holds that g(x) 3 g(y), and that g(x) > g(y) whenever x E V.
The sufficiency is well-known, cf. 
Remark
In Theorem 3.2, large ordinals may be needed. In fact, if 0 # B # A, then one can construct a finitely branching B-fair transition system X such that the smallest patience function g on X requires all countable ordinals. is easy and may be left to the reader.
Exampk Choose actions b E B, and c, d E A\B. By transfinite induction we form processes yA as follows. We use the notation of Definition 2.8. Let x be the empty process. Put yO=bx If A=*+l, we let yA = k+ cyP. If A is a countable limit ordinal, we choose; zn enumeration e: o + R and we form the processes zA," = &.,+1 +Cyp(,),whefenEi3andy,=zA,o. This construction stops at the first uncountable ordinal. Let X be the transition system that contains the processes constructed in this way. The system X is finitely branching. The set X(B) consists of the processes yA with A = 0 or A = p+ 1. Therefore, every execution sequence of X contains at most finitely many processes of X(B). This proves that X is B-fair. The smallest patience function g on X satisfies g(yA) = h for all countable ordinals A. The transition system X can be considered as a safe and B-fai implementaion of the program
ce @i, xi+*)iccu of a process x0 in a transition syste re is a function g : o + o such that for every in g( i + l), and that g(i) > g( i + 1) whenever xL E
Fair implementations
We start with concept analysis, as in Subsection 3.0. Assume that mech with its components Q is to be implemented by mechanism P'. The implementation P' is said to be fair with respect to coniponent Q if every execution sequence Df P' such that the corresponding execution sequence of P enables Q infinitely many times itself activates Qj infinitely many times. This idea is captured in the concept of fairness of morphisms. Y(Bj) ). {(a, y ) ). 
Fairness of morphisms Let T = (Bj)jE, be a family of subsets of alphabet A, cf. Definition 3.1. A morphism of transition systems f: X + Y is said to be T-fair if for every execution path (ai, Xi+l)ie, in X the image path (ai,f(xi+l));E, in Y is T-fair.
Remarks. (a) One verifies that every path in X with a T-fair image path in Y is itself T-fair. In fact, for every index i E J we have the inclusion {iEIJXiEX(B,)}c{tEI)f(xi)E Y(Bj)}.
It follows that if morphism f: X + Y is T-fair, then X is T-fair. The converse implication is not true, cf. Example 4.2 below. (b) On the other hand, it is clear that if Y is T-fair, then morphism f: X + Y is T-fair. (c) It is easy to see that morphism f : X + Y is T-fair if and only if X is B&fair for every index Jo J, where I$ =f'(
Example
Let the alphabet of actions be A = {a, b}. Let Y be the transition system with set Y = {y} and transition function sy given by s,(y) = {(a, y), (6, y)} (see Fig. 4). System Y is observable with one process ~9 = ay + by. We consider fairness with respect to the family T = ({a}, (6)). System Y is not T-fair since action 6 is always enabled and there is an infinite execution path that never executes 6. Let X be the subsystem of Y with set X = Y and transition function sx given by sx (y) =
This subsystem is T-fair as action 6 is never enabled in taken in an infinite execution path in X. The injection m not sfair since action 6 is always enabled in Y and never taken by
Z be the set of th sz(m)={(a,n)lO~mnn<m)w((
Ike fair Let a transition system Y and a family T= (Bj)jEJ be fixed. We form a family of T-fair morphisms pa : 2" + Y such that every T-fair morphism f: X-, Y has a factorization over some m ZA with
. (4 e morphisms pA : 2" + Y are T-fair. :X-, Y be a T-fair morphism. en there is an ordinal number A with a ism of transition systems h :X + ZA thatf=p, 0 h. every index jE J, j& We define the functia
The conditions on the functions gj i Ey that h : X + 2' is a morphism of systems. It is clear that pA * h =f:
Remark
The morphisms of Theorem 4.1 represent possibly deadlocI i~,g implement as also considered in [ 11. In our view, Theorem 4.1(b) shows that random predictive choices are inevitable in any operational description of fairnplss: In [4] it is claimed that (weak) fairness can be obtained without random predictive choices. We hav the impression, h ever, that the method of [4] to obtain all fair execution sequent is based on making unboundedly many steps at the Same time. This is more or less the same as predictive choice. We come back to this in the last paragraph of Subsection 6.3 below.
Fairness and Iiveness
Introduction
In The biggest living subsystem Zf,, cf. Definition 1.6, depends on the precise structure of system Y and family T. Fortunately, however, system sufficiently large living subsystem Z&, which can be described e of finitely many processes, the main ideas in 1% IT 03. 
mple. The purpose of condition (b) can be exp d as follows. Consider an ite waiting queue of objects. Assume the obj have consecutive waiting numbers starting with zero. When the first object h
, it re-enters the queue for a second service. As all waiting numbers have been given out, it will share its new wditing number with some other object of the queue. After a finite number of steps deadlock occurs since two objects cannot wait any longer. is example shows that the sequence (mj) must contain g in order to avoid deadlock. As the waiting queue must be re-entered infinitely times, the queue must contain infinitely many gaps. This requirement is formalized in condition (b). The argument is eneralized in the next result.
5.2.
Assume that (y, m) in ZA has an infinite execution path in ZA. Assume , jE J, are pair&b:: Zk$+t and that Y( Bj) = Y for every index j E J. We admit synchronous communications between different components. A communication between two components is labeled with identifications of sender and receiver. Therefore, we can use the same action symbol in both components. Every symbol in an intersection Bj n Bk with j # k stands for such a communication. If i, j, k are three different indices, the intersection Bi n Bj n Bk is empty (the hand-shaking axiom of 131). Finally, by changing A we may assume that is the union of the sets Bj with j E J. Now every symbol a E A belongs to at least one and at most two subsets Bj l
Demonic communicating merge
The family of processes X = (Xj)je J can be considered as an element ofthe Cartesian product set W= If the set s made into a t becomes a process.
give the se x is the demonic communicating merge SO d as follows: if x E aE such that
VjEJ: (aEBih(a,yi)Es(xj))v(aE
To justify that a process x E W is the demonic communicati processes 3, we note that for any action a : lementations of the communicating merge the transition system W of the merged families (+)jeJ, the component j is involved in a transition Q : x + y if and only if a E Bja Therefore, fainless of execution hs in system W with respect to the family T = (Bj)j,r is the same thing as (strong) ess with respect to the operands of the merge. Under the assumption that the set J is nonempty, and finite or countably infinite, the theory of Section 5 provides a family of T-fair, surjective, and deadlock-free morphisms pA : Z&, + W, indexed by ordinal numbers A 2 card(J). The T-fairness of pA means that the implementation provides a scheduling such that the components 3 of process 31 will not suffer individual starvation if that can be avoided infinitely many times. Inside of a component, however, there is no fairness guarantee.
The fact that pA : Zht + W is deadlock-free says that the fair implementation does ot introduce deadlock. It can happen of course that every component xi is waiting some communication that is not available. Such a kind of deadlock also occurs he transition system W of the demonic merges. It is not deadlock of morphisms our sense. For there are no morphisms of transition systems from W to the ponent systems Xjs The universality property of Theorem 5.4(b) can be understood as follows: if X an arbitrary fair implementation of the merge W, then there is an ordinal number such that X is an implementation of Zht. All observations of X can be interpreted observations of &. In particular, it cannot be falsified that the implementation makes hidden predictive choices of the maximal number of enabled states that given component can wait. 
